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Abstract

We propose VDN-NeRF, a method to train neural ra-
diance fields (NeRFs) for better geometry under non-
Lambertian surface and dynamic lighting conditions that
cause significant variation in the radiance of a point when
viewed from different angles. Instead of explicitly model-
ing the underlying factors that result in the view-dependent
phenomenon, which could be complex yet not inclusive, we
develop a simple and effective technique that normalizes
the view-dependence by distilling invariant information al-
ready encoded in the learned NeRFs. We then jointly train
NeRFs for view synthesis with view-dependence normal-
ization to attain quality geometry. Our experiments show
that even though shape-radiance ambiguity is inevitable,
the proposed normalization can minimize its effect on geom-
etry, which essentially aligns the optimal capacity needed
for explaining view-dependent variations. Our method ap-
plies to various baselines and significantly improves geom-
etry without changing the volume rendering pipeline, even
if the data is captured under a moving light source. Code is
available at: https://github.com/BoifZ/VDN-NeRF.

1. Introduction
Reconstructing the geometry and appearance of a 3D

scene from a set of 2D images is one of the fundamen-
tal tasks in computer vision and graphics. Recently, based
on volume rendering, neural radiance fields (NeRFs) have
shown great potential in capturing detailed appearance of
the scene, evidenced by their high-quality view synthesis.
However, the reconstructed geometry is still far from sat-
isfying. Since geometry is critical for physical interaction
leveraging such scene representations, many recent works
have started to improve the geometric reconstruction within
the context of volume rendering, e.g., with surface render-
ing or external signals that are more informative of the ge-
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Figure 1. We aim for quality geometry with NeRF reconstruction
under inconsistency when viewing the same 3D point, for exam-
ple, with images captured under a dynamic light field (top row),
shown by the light spots on the truck cast from a torch moving
with the camera. The middle two rows compare the reconstructed
geometry from NeuS [41] (first column) and our method (second
column). As observed, our method produces more details and bet-
ter estimates the truck’s structure. The last row shows a novel view
rendering from both methods. Even though our method normal-
izes the view-dependence, it does not lose details on the synthe-
sized images thanks to the regularity induced by better geometry.

ometry, like depth scans.
Nevertheless, most improvements do not explicitly study

the shape-radiance ambiguity that could induce degener-
ated geometric reconstructions. This ambiguity persists as
long as some capacity is needed to account for the direc-
tional variations in the radiance, which is further amplified
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if the ambient light field changes according to the observer’s
viewpoint. For example, the NeRF’s Multi-Layer Percep-
trons (MLPs) takes in a 3D location and a 2D direction vec-
tor and outputs the observed color of this point from this
specific viewing angle. If the MLP has sufficient capacity
to model the directional phenomenon, a perfect photomet-
ric reconstruction could be achieved even if the learned ge-
ometry is entirely wrong. In other words, wrong geometry
incurs more directional variations, which the MLP’s view-
dependent branch can still encode, thus, rendering the pho-
tometric reconstruction loss incapable of constraining the
solutions.

On the other hand, directional capacity is needed to pre-
vent the (view-dependent) photometric loss from distorting
the geometry (confirmed through our experiments). With
quality geometry as the central goal, we are now facing a
tradeoff between the capacity of the view-dependent radi-
ance function and the shape-radiance ambiguity. Namely,
the MLP’s capacity has to be increased to explain the direc-
tional variations, but if the capacity gets too large, shape-
radiance ambiguity will permit degenerated geometric re-
constructions. One can thus tune the capacity to achieve the
best geometry for each scene, but it is time-consuming and
infeasible since different scenes come with different levels
of view dependence.

Instead of tuning the directional capacity, we adjust the
view-dependence. More explicitly, we propose to normalize
the directional variations by encoding invariant features dis-
tilled from the same scene representation. By doing so, the
view-dependence of different scenes is aligned to the same
level so that a single optimal capacity can ensure good view
synthesis and prevent shape-radiance ambiguity from de-
grading the geometric estimation. Given the self-distillation
property, the proposed view-dependence normalization can
be jointly trained with the commonly used photometric re-
construction loss. It can also be easily plugged into any
method relying on volume rendering for geometric scene
reconstruction.

We demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed view-
dependence normalization on several datasets. Especially
we verify that the level of view-dependence affects the min-
imality of the shape-radiance ambiguity with tunable direc-
tional capacity. And we show that our method effectively
aligns the optimal capacity for each scene. To evaluate how
our method works under a dynamically changing light field,
we propose a new benchmark where a light source is mov-
ing conditioned on the camera pose. We validate that the
geometry obtained from our method degrades gracefully
as the significance of the induced directional variations in-
creases. In summary, we make the following contributions:

• We perform a detailed study of the coupling between
the capacity of the view-dependent radiance function
and the shape-radiance ambiguity in the context of vol-

ume rendering.

• We propose a view-dependence normalization method
that effectively aligns the optimality of the direc-
tional function capacity under shape-radiance ambigu-
ity for each scene and achieves state-of-the-art geome-
try compared to various baselines.

• We quantitatively verify the robustness of our method
when the light field changes to further increase the di-
rectional variation, ensuring the applicability to sce-
narios with unfavored lighting conditions.

2. Related Work

Leveraging volume rendering, NeRF [30] represents a
scene as a continuous volumetric function parameterized by
MLPs, which explicitly models volume density and view-
dependent radiance computed from a 5D coordinate. It en-
ables promising applications with photo-realistic rendering
from arbitrary views. Follow-up works [3,19,21,27,32,43,
51, 55] improve NeRF to achieve high-quality novel view
rendering, however, the quality of the reconstructed geom-
etry still lags.

Many methods thus perform disentanglement of shape
and radiance in volume rendering for better appearance and
geometry reconstruction. UNISURF [34] treats the surface
as a decision boundary of a binary occupancy classifier.
Several approaches [9,13,22,41,49,50] employ signed dis-
tance functions (SDFs) to better model the shape-induced
volumetric rendering weights. It is noted in [50] that a
global shape condition could be helpful to synthesize the ap-
pearance accurately. VolSDF [49] further improves the ge-
ometry by treating the volume density as a Laplacian cumu-
lative distribution function (CDF) applied to an SDF. With
a well-designed unbiased and occlusion-aware weight func-
tion, NeuS [41] achieves both quality rendering and fine ge-
ometric reconstruction details.

Most of the above approaches rely mainly on pixel val-
ues to determine the underlying scene structure with multi-
views, thus, view-dependent effects such as reflection on a
non-Lambertian surface or inconsistent lighting could eas-
ily incur shape-radiance ambiguity [55]. It is postulated
in [55] that NeRF may alleviate the effect of shape-radiance
ambiguity by preferring smoothly varying view-dependent
radiance field. However, this condition may not be true
with glossy surfaces or dynamic illuminations, where the
radiance fields are inherently non-smooth. Another line
of work aims at reconstructing editable representations by
combining NeRFs with physics-based rendering techniques
[1,4,5,7,8,26,33,45,48,53,54,56]. They decompose scenes
into geometric and material factors or even explicitly learn
the environmental lighting condition, but are still vulnerable
to inputs with complex illumination artifacts.
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In order to combat high-frequency factors that may cause
difficulties in the reconstruction process, several works pro-
pose to optimize an extra transient field for each view [6,14,
15, 24, 25, 29, 36, 46, 52] so that the shared static structure
can be faithfully reconstructed. Inspired by NeRF-W [29]
which introduces transient latents to identify and disentan-
gle view-dependent effects in unstructured data, [24] further
employs physics-based rendering techniques [56] for mate-
rial and normal estimation of an object with internet images.
Other methods employ guided-optimization to leverage ex-
ternal signals for better geometry [2, 10, 31, 37, 42, 44]. For
example, [44] first learns a monocular depth network on
sparse structure-from-motion reconstruction and then uti-
lizes the adapted depth priors to enhance the sampling of the
volume rendering procedure. Depth oracle [31] also pro-
vides useful information for accelerated convergence while
facilitating sparse view reconstruction [10].

To maximize practical usefulness, we choose not to as-
sume external depth guidance. Instead, our method self-
distills invariant features from the radiance field and en-
codes them back into a neural feature field to normalize the
view-dependence.

3. Method
We aim at reconstructing the surface (geometry) of a

scene with a set of posed images {Ik, pk} captured un-
der dynamic lighting condition within the volume render-
ing framework [30]. More explicitly, we assume that the
light field associated with each image is not constant. With-
out the assumption of a stable lighting, there exists a vary-
ing degree of freedom where the radiance of a surface point
can change with respect to the viewing direction. Here we
denote this phenomenon as directional view-dependence.
Please note that we can also observe view-dependence due
to non-Lambertian surface, however, by assuming non-
constant light field, our method is now put into a more gen-
eral setup where accurate geometry is desired despite incon-
sistent radiance.

In the following, we first analyze how the minimality
of the shape-radiance ambiguity varies according to the
level of directional view-dependence. We then introduce
a view-dependence normalization method that aligns the
minimality of the shape-radiance ambiguity through self-
distillation of the encoded invariances in the scene repre-
sentation. Finally, we show how the image reconstruction
and self-distillation for view-dependence normalization can
be jointly trained to achieve accurate geometry estimation
under non-Lambertian and dynamic lighting conditions.

3.1. Volume rendering with shape-radiance ambi-
guity and directional view-dependence

To account for view-dependence, the radiance of a cer-
tain point x ∈ R3 in the scene is the output of a function:

Figure 2. (a): When the geometry is correct, observations (the pro-
jections on the 2D image plane represented by squares) of the same
surface point from different viewpoints are similar; (b): When the
geometry is incorrect, i.e., a cube is reconstructed as a sphere,
the radiance of a surface point (dot on the sphere) can exhibit
large directional view-dependence. However, as long as the view-
dependent radiance function has enough capacity (c in Eq. (1)),
volume rendering of the wrong geometry can still achieve small
photometric reconstruction error. Thus, one should constrain the
view-dependent capacity of the radiance function to avoid overfit-
ting; (c): On the other hand, when the surface is non-Lambertian or
the light field is unstable, one should not over-constrain the view-
dependent capacity; otherwise, the geometry may be traded for
photometric reconstruction quality.

c : R3 × S2 → R3, which maps the point coordinate x and
a viewing direction v ∈ S2 to an RGB value. Given a cer-
tain pixel p on the image plane defined by a camera center
o, we can leverage the commonly used volume rendering
formulation to compute its pixel value as:

C(o,v) =

+∞∫
0

w(t)c(p(t),v)dt (1)

where {p(t) = o+ tv | t ≥ 0} is the (outward) ray passing
through the camera center o and the pixel p. And w is a
weight function that depends on the scene geometry, and
ideally, we like it to peak at the surface point.

Now we introduce our choice of the weight function be-
forehand to set a concrete ground for the consecutive anal-
ysis. However, note that our analysis of the coupling be-
tween the shape-radiance ambiguity and directional view-
dependence of radiance does not rely on the exact choice of
the weight function as long as it encourages maximum im-
portance in the vicinity of surface points. Specifically, we
adopt the weighting scheme of [41] as in the following:

w(t) = T (t)ρ(t) (2)

where ρ(t) is the density of a point on a ray parameter-
ized by t, and T (t) = exp(−

∫ t

0
ρ(τ)dτ) is the accumulated

transmittance. Particularly, we have

ρ(t) = max(
−dΦs

dt (f(p(t)))

Φs(f(p(t)))
, 0) (3)
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C=1 (0.416) C=2 (0.628) C=4 (0.678)

C=8 (0.691) C=12 (0.582) C=16 (0.416) Ground Truth

(a) Geometric quality (with a fixed set of posed images) varies according to
the capacity of the view-dependent color function. The scalar in the bracket
is the intersection-over-union score, and C is the number of layers in the
view-dependent color MLP. Bold indicates the optimal capacity. Here the
object has a high directional view-dependence.

C=8 (0.687) C=12 (0.664) C=16 (0.605) Ground Truth

C=1 (0.759) C=2 (0.750) C=4 (0.721)

(b) Similar to the above example, but now the object has a low directional
view-dependence, and the optimal result is achieved at a small capacity.
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(d) Ours

Figure 3. In (a) and (b), we show two examples with different
levels of directional view-dependence. As observed, the geomet-
ric quality of both depends on the capacity of the view-dependent
color function, where the one with higher view-dependence
achieves its optimum at a relatively larger capacity. Moreover,
both decrease when the capacity gets larger than enough, enter-
ing the shape-radiance ambiguity zone. (c): For each object, we
traverse the view-dependent color function’s capacity in [41] and
plot the curve of the geometric quality. We can see that the cou-
pling effect illustrated above is statistically valid, and there is no
consensus on a capacity to achieve the optimum performance for
all scenes. (d): When varying the view-dependent branches in the
proposed framework (Fig. 4), we observe that the optimal capac-
ity for all is consistent, verifying the effectiveness of the proposed
directional view-dependence normalization. Note that the curves
are scaled against the maximum for better visualization.

where f : R3 → R is a signed distance function pa-
rameterized by a neural network, and Φs is the Sigmoid
function. Next, we detail the relationship between shape-
radiance ambiguity and directional view-dependence in the
context of volume rendering descried by Eq. (1).

Shape-radiance ambiguity in our case refers to the de-
generation of geometry when the posed images can be per-
fectly reconstructed through volume rendering. In Fig. 2
(a), we show a Lambertian rubik, where different projec-
tions of the same surface point are constant if the geometry
is correctly estimated. However, as soon as the capacity
of the view-dependent color function (multi-layer percep-
tron c(p(t),v) in Eq. (1)) becomes large enough, the posed
images of the rubik can still be reconstructed even if the ge-
ometry is completely wrong. As shown in Fig. 2 (b), one
can think of the sphere around the rubik as an LED screen,
which can synthesize the image of an arbitrary camera pose
by adjusting the color of each unit. In this case, the view-
dependent color function’s capacity is approaching infinity.
Thus, to ensure the quality of the learned geometry, we need
to impose a constraint on the color function.

However, directional view-dependence is universal as
there exist many non-Lambertian surfaces in the real world;
moreover, there is no guarantee that the light field is static,
especially when there is a need for active light sources, for
example, in dim environments. And usually, we have a mix-
ture of them, as shown in Fig. 2 (c). In order to have a good
geometry through volume rendering, we may want to in-
crease the capacity of the view-dependent color function so
that the photometric reconstruction objective does not dis-
tort the geometry (through w(t) in Eq. (1)).

Thus, we can see a tight coupling between shape-
radiance ambiguity and directional view dependence in the
context of volume rendering. To account for view depen-
dence, the capacity of the (directional) color function needs
to be increased; yet, we do not want the capacity to pass
what is enough for rendering the exhibited variations in the
radiance. Otherwise, the shape-radiance ambiguity kicks
in and starts to decrease the estimated geometry’s accu-
racy. We can check this phenomenon in Fig. 3 (a) and (b),
where the metallic ball has a higher view-dependence radi-
ance variation than the boat. We train NeuS [41] for each
of them, but with various numbers of MLPs for the view-
dependent color branch. As the capacity increases, the geo-
metric quality of the reconstructed ball also increases until
it hits a threshold (layer number of MLPs equal to eight in
Fig. 3 (a)). Similarly, the optimal performance for the boat
is achieved with one layer of MLP, and then starts to de-
crease (Fig. 3 (b)).

These examples clearly convey two messages: 1) The
shape-radiance ambiguity always exists as long as the view-
dependent color function has a large enough capacity; 2)
We can alleviate the shape-radiance ambiguity by reduc-
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Figure 4. Overview of our method. When reconstructing the scene from a set of posed images captured under dynamic lighting conditions,
the proposed view-dependence normalization aligns the minimality of the shape-radiance ambiguity for different scenes by self-distilling
depth features into a neural feature field. Note that the depth supervision for the distillation network comes directly from the SDF network
in the architecture instead of external depth oracles. Two ways for incorporating the feature branch into the neural radiance field are shown
in the bottom right, where A represents the parallel scheme in the left pipeline, and B indicates a scheme that makes the color function
dependent on the feature branch.

ing the capacity until an optimal performance, but no more.
Given the second, we could tune the view-dependent color
function’s capacity to achieve the best geometric quality for
each scene. However, this requires a time-consuming train-
ing process and relies on a reference geometry to tell the
optimum. As evidenced in Fig. 3 (c), the optimal capacity
for each scene (crosses on the performance-capacity curves)
varies depending on the level of view-dependence of the
scene, i.e., higher view-dependence entails a larger optimal
capacity.

Instead of tuning the capacity for each scene, we ask
whether it is possible to align the degree of view-dependent
radiance variation for all scenes. By doing so, a single
optimal capacity should work across scenes and achieves
the best overall geometry. Next, we describe how this can
be achieved without controlling the surface material or the
lighting condition, as shown in Fig. 3 (d).

3.2. Directional view-dependence normalization

Ideally, we like the scene to be perfectly Lambertian
and the light field stable during the image capturing. In
other words, we want the radiance of a specific point on
the surface to be viewpoint invariant (Lambertian) and il-
lumination invariant (stable lighting). Note that since an
active light source usually changes according to the van-
tage point of the observer, we can think of the two as
viewpoint-induced variations. We introduce our directional
view-dependence normalization method that helps achieve
the desired invariances and the joint training scheme for
quality geometry via volume rendering (Fig. 4).

In contrast to [36, 44] that alleviate the effect of shape-
radiance ambiguity by either external geometry priors

or separate modeling of view-dependent and Lambertian
components, the proposed view-dependence normaliza-
tion works directly with the original neural radiance field
through view-invariance distillation. More explicitly, we in-
stantiate a distillation network ψ, which takes in a rendered
image Irk and predicts the corresponding rendered depth:

drk = d̂rk = ψ(Irk) (4)

where drk is the projection of the zero-level set S = {x ∈
R3 | f(x) = 0} under the same pose of Irk . Also denote
ψl(Irk) as the feature map from the l-th layer of ψ, with
d̂rk = ψL(Irk). Explicitly, we adopt [35], which employs
[18] as its encoder, to serve as the distillation network ψ.
Then, we instantiate a feature function F , in parallel to the
radiance function c (Fig. 4), and denote the corresponding
volume rendering as:

Ψ(o,v) =

+∞∫
0

w(t)F(p(t),v)dt (5)

where (o,v) specify a ray that is parameterized by t.
The key of view-dependence normalization is to dilute

the variation in colors with the prediction of a more view-
invariant signal, namely, we set:

Ψ(o,v) = ψ̄l(Irk)[p] (6)

where ψ̄l(Irk) is the normalized feature from the l-th layer of
the depth prediction network ψ. Since depth prediction re-
quires illumination invariance (luminance does not change
the geometry), features useful for this task should be stable
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to light field changes. Similarly, depth features shall encode
a certain level of viewpoint invariance, e.g., in-plane trans-
lation and rotation of the camera do not alter the depth of
the same point. Moreover, normalizing the depth feature
help throw away depth variations caused by out-of-plane
perturbations of camera pose, which further enhances the
viewpoint invariance of the features.

On the other hand, features encoded by F should main-
tain discriminability modulo view-dependence so that geo-
metric details are reconstructable. One can achieve this by
choosing a relatively smaller l for ψ̄l(Irk), which we will ab-
lation study as an operational hyperparameter. By learning
the feature field in addition to radiance, viewpoint varia-
tions in color shall be compensated by the view-invariance
in the distilled features, thus normalizing the view depen-
dence. Now we detail the joint training objectives.

3.3. Network training

The proposed joint training with view-dependence nor-
malization minimizes both the photometric and self-
distilled feature reconstruction errors. Denote the input im-
age as Ik, the batch size as n and the number of point sam-
ples per ray as m, the joint training objective is:

L = λcolorLcolor + λvdnLvdn + λregLreg (7)

where the color loss λcolor and view-dependence normal-
ization loss Lvdn are defined as:

Lcolor =
1

n

∑
i

|Irk,i − Ik,i| (8)

Lvdn =
1

n

∑
i

|Ψ(oi,vi)− ψ̄l(Ik)[pi]| (9)

Here, we use L1 loss as in [41, 50]. And Lreg is an Eikonal
term [16] regularizing the gradients ∇ of the SDF network:

Lreg =
1

mn

∑
i,j

(||∇f(pi,j))|| − 1)2 (10)

Also as in [41], when masks are available, the color loss and
mask loss are defined as:

Lcolor =
1

n

∑
i

|Irk,i − Ik,i| ·Mk,i (11)

Lmsk = BCE(Mk, M̂k) (12)

where Mk is the foreground mask for image Ik, and M̂k =∑m
j=1 wk,j is the sum of weights along the camera ray.
Camera pose optimization. Similar to [43], we also

treat camera poses and intrinsics as learnable parameters,
and jointly optimize them when it is needed. For more de-
tails about this part please refer to the appendix.
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Figure 5. Qualitative comparison with COLMAP [38], NeROIC
[24], and NeuS [41], which are representatives of different cate-
gories described in Tab. 1. Our model retains accurate geometry
with more details and less artifacts.

4. Experiments
Implementation details. We implement our method

mainly based on NeuS [41]. The feature function F and
the radiance function c have similar architectures, i.e., 4-
layer MLP with a hidden dimension of 256. We follow
the hierarchical sampling strategy in NeuS [41] and set the
batch size to 512. We also adopt WaveletMonodepth [35]
with a DenseNet161 backbone [17, 18] as our distillation
network, and pretrain it on in-domain data (different from
training and test scenes) for a few epochs to ensure efficient
convergence during the joint training stage. As an opera-
tional choice, we conduct our experiments with depth fea-
tures from the distillation encoder’s first Conv block (l=1).
Note that we can optionally choose not to update the distil-
lation network if the discrepancy between its prediction and
the self-supervision is small. This can help reduce the train-
ing time when we have to train many scenes. The training
is performed on a single NVIDIA RTX3090 GPU and takes
300K steps to converge in about 11 hours.

Baselines. We evaluate the proposed method against
non-learning-based methods [12, 38], volume-based meth-
ods [24, 29, 30, 40] , and SDF-based methods [13, 41, 49].
Meshes for COLMAP [38] are extracted using screened
Poisson Surface reconstruction [23] with trimming value 7.
As a multi-stage method, NeROIC [24] infers the surface
and normals in the first stage, then estimates material prop-
erties and ambient illumination with fixed geometry in the
second stage. We only train it with the first stage to ex-
tract the geometry for evaluation. GeoNeuS [13] leverages
sparse 3D points from Structure-From-Motion and photo-
metric consistency in Multi-View-Stereo to optimize via
SDF loss and photometric consistency loss. We follow the
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Method COLMAP Plenoxels NeRF NeRF-W NeROIC RefNeRF VolSDF NeuS Geo-A GeoNeuS VolSDF+F Geo-A+F Ours

IoU ↑ 0.607 0.479 0.481 0.586 0.501 0.442 0.635 0.639 0.600 0.517 0.675 0.692 0.708
L1 CD ↓ 0.587 0.760 0.938 0.672 0.999 1.750 0.530 0.563 0.638 0.781 0.465 0.434 0.397
L2 CD ↓ 2.568 1.897 3.263 1.549 3.938 15.152 1.223 1.461 2.416 2.873 1.063 0.898 0.827
NC ↑ 0.785 0.636 0.654 0.725 0.704 0.687 0.829 0.831 0.808 0.768 0.837 0.829 0.845
f-score ↑ 0.790 0.577 0.552 0.668 0.568 0.521 0.760 0.762 0.757 0.627 0.798 0.834 0.854

Table 1. Quantitative comparison on our dataset with non-learning-based approaches: COLMAP [38], Plenoxels [12]; volume-based
approaches: NeRF [30], NeRF-W [29], NeROIC [24], RefNeRF [40]; and SDF-based methods: VolSDF [49], NeuS [41], Geo-A &
GeoNeuS [13]. Note that Geo-A refers to a simplified version of GeoNeuS [13] (named Model-A in their ablations), where the SDF
is supervised by sparse points from COLMAP. We apply the proposed view-dependence normalization to VolSDF (VolSDF+F), Geo-A
(Geo-A+F), and NeuS (Ours). The effectiveness is observed in all the variants of our method. Moreover, ours achieves the best on all five
metrics of the learned geometry: Intersection-over-Union (IoU), L1/L2 Chamfer Distance (CD), Normal Consistency (NC), and f-score.

Lighting NeuS Ours

IoU ↑ fscore ↑ L1 CD ↓ IoU ↑ fscore ↑ L1 CD ↓
static illum. 0.631 0.765 0.586 0.668 0.813 0.494
dynamic illum. 0.574 0.720 0.644 0.658 0.808 0.496

Table 2. Comparison with NeuS [41] under different lighting con-
ditions. Our method achieves better scores on all three metrics,
especially with dynamic lighting.

descriptions in their paper and reimplement their method
for evaluation.

Datasets. Due to the lack of ground-truth geometry and
controls of illumination in existing sequences, we create
a new benchmark with synthetic renderings of eight chal-
lenging scenes. Especially, we let the light source changes
its location accordingly to the camera poses. By this, we
can simulate different levels of view variations beyond re-
flections. In each scene, we randomly select 30 views as
training data. We also show the results on the released
data with unconstrained illumination from NeROIC [24],
as well as the data from DTU [20] and BlendedMVS [47]
with static illumination. To test the capability in alle-
viating shape-radiance ambiguity by the proposed view-
dependence normalization in practical applications, we also
conduct experiments on two real-world captures, i.e., one
is an intra-oral scanning, and the other is the underwater
dataset AQUALOC [11], where dynamic lighting is needed
to better perceive the scene.

Evaluation. We generate dense grids of the density/SDF
value from the trained neural radiance field and extract
meshes by Marching Cubes [28]. Then, We compare the
multi-view reconstruction results to the ground truth and
report the quantitative results by measuring Intersection-of-
Union (IoU), L1/L2 Chamfer Distance (CD), Normal Con-
sistency (NC), and f-score, following [39].

4.1. Comparison

Tab. 1 shows quantitative evaluations for all models on
our dynamic-lighting scenes. SDF-based methods [41, 49]
outperform volume-based methods [24, 30, 40] by an aver-
age margin of 0.1 in IoU and 0.17 in f-score. As observed
in Fig. 5, volume-based methods can handle sudden depth

Ground Truth Ours (0.831)NeuS (0.807)

Figure 6. Novel view synthesis from NeuS [41] and our model.
Scalars in brackets are structural similarities (SSIM). Our method
learns better geometry and enhances the radiance field, as demon-
strated in the improved rendering details.

changes, but the reconstruction results are noisy, suffering
more from the shape-radiance ambiguity. This phenomenon
is more evident in textured regions. For instance, in the third
row of Fig. 5, the leather side of Rolleiflex attains a much
rougher surface than the metal frame. In contrast, with the
inductive bias of SDF, NeuS tends to learn a smoother sur-
face to compensate for the effects of dynamic illuminations,
thus lacking geometric details.

Our experiments show that the geometry of image-based
reconstruction is affected by several factors: inconsistent
lighting, lack of texture, reflections, etc. However, with
view-dependence normalization, our method suffers less
from these problems and outperforms by a large margin.
With the employment of F in the architecture, both NeuS
and VolSDF achieve around 10% improvement in IoU and
f-score, and up to 30% improvement in Chamfer L1 Dis-
tance, demonstrating the generality of our methods in en-
hancing geometry with different reconstruction pipelines.

Robustness to lighting condition. Quantitative evalu-
ations in Tab. 2 show that our method is more consistent
in surface quality when the illumination changes. As the
lighting condition becomes unstable, NeuS [41] drops a lot
in geometry quality measured by IoU scores, whereas our
method only drops by a graceful margin. Moreover, with
the proposed view-dependence normalization, our method
can further improve in the static lighting scenario.

Novel view rendering. Fig. 6 shows novel-view image
generated by NeuS [41] and our method. As our method
biases the SDF network towards enhanced geometry, better
appearance reconstruction is achieved simultaneously.
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GT w/o Texture (0.565) (0.780)Full(0.697)w/o 

Figure 7. Effectiveness of the feature function F and the color
function c. F-scores are shown in the brackets. Lacking the pro-
posed view-dependence normalization incurs a larger loss in geo-
metric quality and results in over-smoothed surfaces.

IoU ↑ L1 CD ↓ L2 CD ↓ NC ↑ f-score ↑
w/o 0.640 0.558 1.466 0.834 0.763
l = 1 0.705 0.396 0.823 0.858 0.851
l = 2 0.687 0.434 1.032 0.854 0.830
l = 3 0.682 0.419 0.842 0.854 0.827
l = 4 0.601 0.536 1.038 0.834 0.717

Table 3. Effect of using depth features from different encoder lay-
ers (l) of the distillation network ψ.

4.2. Ablations

Color vs. Feature: Fig. 7 shows that without the nor-
malization feature function that regularizes the SDF net-
work (w/o F), the reconstruction drops substantially, show-
ing the benefits of our directional view-dependence normal-
ization technique. Qualitatively, the feature field enables
capturing sharp geometry. Removing the color function
(w/o c) also produces worse geometries. Thus, the radiance
field can help rectify abnormalities in case of misleading
depth features. Moreover, with the combination of F and c,
our full model achieves the best performance.

In Tab. 3, we perform an ablation study on how the per-
formance changes depending on where the depth feature
ψl is extracted. Restricted by the GPU memory, we only
experiment with the first four layers from the encoder of
Ψ. The features from each layer are in dimensions 96, 96,
192, and 384, with sizes of 1/2, 1/4, 1/8, and 1/16 of the
input. We upsample input images to ensure the features
are of the same resolution. Results of the model trained
without ψl are reported in the first row (w/o). Generally
speaking, models trained with smaller l gain better from the
view-dependence normalization. Notably, the quality de-
creases significantly when l increases to 4, which indicates
that high-level depth features may be too invariant to re-
cover the underlying structures.

4.3. Real-world capture
Geometry reconstruction results from the underwater se-

quences in Fig. 8 (a) show that our model can have robust
geometry estimation under harsh conditions, for instance,
dark scenes with a weak moving light source. For NeuS,

NeuS NeuS-E Ours Ours-E

(a) Reconstructed scenes from the underwater dataset AQUALOC [11]. E
stands for using image enhancement to improve the contrast. Despite the
enhancement, NeuS [41] still overlooks geometry details. Our method can
better deal with the low-illuminance scenario.

NeuS Ours-LNeuS-L Ours

(b) Reconstructed geometry from intra-oral images. L means training with
camera pose optimization. Our method performs well in such complex
scenes, while NeuS [41] fails to reason about the teeth structure.

Figure 8. Results on unconstrained real-world scenes with dy-
namic lighting show the practical usefulness of our method for
dim-environment applications.

contrast enhancement on input images (NeuS-E) could help
to learn better geometry, but the quality still lags. In con-
trast, our method can generate a reasonable surface without
further modification of the pipeline.

Fig. 8 (b) shows another difficult scenario, i.e., intra-oral
scans. To achieve better reconstruction quality, we further
train the models with camera pose optimization. The occlu-
sion by mouth gag, dynamic lighting, and the lack of struc-
tural information incur challenges for NeuS. As expected,
our model learns a more accurate geometry for teeth despite
textureless and highly reflective surfaces.

5. Discussion
We show that the coupling of the view-dependent ra-

diance and the shape-radiance ambiguity – causing issues
when quality geometry is important – can be alleviated by
a simple yet effective view-dependence normalization. The
effectiveness is guaranteed by enforcing a single optimal di-
rectional capacity that maximizes the rendering before the
shape-radiance ambiguity kicks in. The view-dependence
normalization comes down to distilling robust and discrim-
inative information from the radiance field without relying
on external supervision. We demonstrated its superiority in
challenging scenes, e.g., with reflective and textureless sur-
faces under dynamic lighting conditions. We hope the pro-
posed technique can serve future research in applying neu-
ral radiance fields for (unconstrained) real-world geometric
reasoning tasks.
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